Guide to the Gerda Weissmann Klein Weblog

1. Connect to the blog at http://mlincoln.lishost.org

2. The most recent post will always appear at the top of the Weblog.

3. Scroll down to bottom of post. Click on link to COMMENTS. Next, click on the words “You must be logged in to post a comment.” Enter your username and password.

4. Enter your response in the text box and click on SUBMIT COMMENT.
5. Hyperlinks are contained in posts. Explore Links and Categories along right sidebar.

6. Throughout the period of active blog discussion, you will be able to post comments under such topics as Historical Relevance; Life and Religion; the Power of Good, the Power of Evil; Family and Friendship; and Individual Characters.

An additional post on the blog titled Unanswered Questions will allow you to learn more about Holocaust history and delve further into Gerda Klein’s writing by communicating with two United States Holocaust Memorial Museum Teacher Fellows: Darryle Clott and Bill Younglove. Post your comment to Unanswered Questions by logging in as described above.